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exhibition consists of a series of new sculptures comprised of massive marble blocks.

Each marble block is scored with geometric cuts and hosts a functioning industrial freezer inserted into or 
placed atop of it. Like alien sarcophagi, the marble blocks in a deeply veined blue, green, or rose tone seem 
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instead forms along the walls of the freezers with an abstract noise-composition resonating through the 
thick of frost and ice crystals.
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distinct postures and carved stone heads create an eerie unison. Contrasting with their seemingly unbridled 
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shibari rope bondage dresses their hips and feet. 

The title of the exhibition, L’Extime (extimacy), sets a stage. The term denotates how even our most intimate 
feelings can be strange and foreign to us. On view are forms becoming something other than themselves, 
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a study in oppositions—at once hard and delicate, ice-cold and exuberantly sultry, machinic and bodily. 
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of a future in which bodies and machines commune with an intimacy so odd that it becomes an extimacy. 

For more information: anna@galeriefrankelbaz.com or lucie@galeriefrankelbaz.com
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